
GAME EXPANSION

RELENTLESS WILLPOWER 
You may stand Thanos up. Do a challenge 4 to 
each adjacent rival. Thanos may do this while 
knocked down.

PERFECTLY BALANCED
Flip the First Player marker. If the dark side 
lands up, knock out a rival character. If the 
light side lands up, knock out a standing rival 
character of your opponent’s choice.

ORBITAL ENERGY STRIKE 
Do a challenge 6 to any rival.
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MASTER STRATEGIST
When Thanos shifts off the cooldown track, ignore the scenario card 
and treat the squares on the edge of the board as his starting area.
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TITANIC THROW 

Challenge 3. Place the target in any square 

adjacent to Thanos, then push them 2 squares.

MERCILESS
Knock down an adjacent rival.

I AM ... INEVITABLE 

Place Thanos adjacent to a rival he can see within 

2 squares. Do a challenge 2 to each adjacent rival.
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THE MAD TITAN 

Before Thanos does an ability, you may place any one ability token from 

your ability token pool on the 1, 2, or 3 of your cooldown track to reduce the 

ability’s cost by that number.
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TIPS AND STRATEGIES FOR THANOS!

• Thanos’ abilities are powerful and expensive. Pair Thanos with allies that have cheap 
abilities, or abilities that help you get your ability tokens back faster, to help take 
advantage of his Mad Titan trait.

• Merciless is an ability that automatically knocks down a rival. Use Merciless in 
situations where you can’t take the chance of a challenge failing.

• If Ultimate Thanos gets knocked out, remember that Master Strategist combined with 
the ultimate rules will allow Thanos to show up where your opponent may least expect it.

• Orbital Energy Strike can be used in the Infinity War scenario to prevent a rival from 
grabbing an Infinity Stone, giving Thanos a chance to get to it first.

• When playing against Thanos keep a close eye on his ability token pool. Once he 
gets low on available tokens it’s the best time to strike!

• Marvel Funkoverse 100 pairs exceptionally well with Thanos and the Infinity War 
scenario. The Avengers have been designed to provide an engaging battle against 
their ultimate foe!
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Using powers in a laboratory can be dangerous, even for the Avengers. 
Practice taking down targets without blowing everything up! 

SETUP
See Scenario Setup in the instructions. Each player places their Target 
marker   on the indicated space in their starting zone.

RULES
An opponent’s Target marker can be challenged as a rival.
Target markers   cannot be moved or removed from the map.
If a character successfully challenges a Target marker   , place that 
character on the 1 of their cooldown track.

GAINING POINTS
• If you challenge an opponent’s Target marker   and win, gain 1 point.  

If that opponent has more points than you, gain 2 points instead.
• If you interact with a point marker, gain 1 point. See Point Markers in 

the instructions.
• If you knock out a rival, or have a character standing adjacent to a rival 

that is knocked out, gain 1 point.

WINNING
If playing with two characters per side, gain 6 points to win. 
If playing with three characters per side, gain 10 points to win.
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Hear me and rejoice! You have the privilege of being saved by the Great 
Titan, Thanos. You may think of his arrival as suffering, but it is salvation! 

SETUP
See Scenario Setup in the instructions, except use infinity markers  in 
place of point markers. See Ultimate Mode in the Thanos instructions.
The heroes are the team opposing Thanos. The multi-colored point tokens 
are Infinity Stones. Thanos gets one Infinity Stone and the heroes give 
one of their characters an Infinity Stone. Place the remaining Infinity 
Stones on the infinity markers . See Adjusting Difficulty in the Thanos 
instructions for more options. 

RULES
If a hero is knocked out, place their Infinity Stones in their square. 
Characters take all Infinity Stones in squares that they enter.
Once per turn, a character may roll one extra die for each Infinity Stone 
they have when doing a non-basic challenge.
Infinity markers  function like point markers, except when you interact 
with an infinity marker you do not gain a point. Instead, when a character 
interacts with an infinity marker, that player may shift one ability token off 
of their cooldown track. Any abilities or traits that refer to point markers 
may also be used with infinity markers.

GAINING POINTS
• If your hero knocks out the ultimate character, gain 2 points.
• If you have 6 Infinity Stones, do an interact action to gain infinite points.

WINNING
If playing as the heroes, gain 6 points to win.
If playing as Thanos, gain infinite points to win.

ADD SOME SNAP TO YOUR 
GAME WITH THANOS!

COMPATIBLE WITH ALL 
FUNKOVERSE STRATEGY GAMES! Scenario card shown from Marvel Funkoverse100

Thanos is designed to be combined with your 
existing Funkoverse™ Strategy Games. A 
4-character or 2-character game is required 
to play this expansion.

INSTRUCTIONS
ULTIMATE MODE
Ultimate mode is a new way to modify your 
Funkoverse experience and provide heroes 
with the ultimate challenge! In ultimate mode 
one player powers up a single character to 
their ultimate form, to take on a team of three 
opposing characters.

There are special scenarios that are specifically 
designed to be used in ultimate mode.

ULTIMATE MODE SETUP
Place the ultimate scenario on top of the text 
of any scenario card. The ultimate scenario 
replaces all rules of the chosen scenario except 
for starting areas and point marker locations.

One player chooses a single character to use 
along with their character card and ultimate 
card: they are the ultimate character. The other 
team chooses three characters to oppose the 
ultimate character. The player with the ultimate 
card chooses a base color first. Neither team 
chooses an attachment, such as an item.

The ultimate card will indicate additional ability 
tokens for them to start the game with (as 
indicated in the bottom right of the character 
card). The ultimate character takes three 
exhausted markers at the start of the game.

ULTIMATE MODE RULES
At the start of the game, the ultimate character 
goes first. At the start of the ultimate character’s 
turn, if they are on the cooldown track, shift 
them off.

Ultimate characters are not exhausted until all 
three exhausted markers are on them.

ADJUSTING DIFFICULTY 
Ultimate mode is designed to provide heroes 
with an intense challenge. However, you can 
adjust the difficulty of the Infinity War scenario 
at the start of the game by applying a few 
simple changes at setup: 

INFINITY STONES
For a game that is more challenging for Thanos, 
give two heroes each an Infinity Stone. Thanos 
does not start the game with any Infinity Stones.

For a game that is more challenging for the 
heroes, give Thanos two Infinity Stones. The 
heroes do not start the game with any Infinity 
Stones. 

ATTACHMENTS
To increase a team’s chance of success, give 
the team one or more attachments, such as 
the Data Terminal or Vibranium Case from 
Marvel Funkoverse 100.

WATCH THE HOW TO PLAY VIDEO!
go.Funko.com/FunkoverseHowToPlay


